Legionary SIGNVM MANVS, crescent moon, Capricorns, Signum Disc,
Signum Plates, Roman Military Standard Beneficiarius and Standard pendant
strips with studs.

This is a complete silvered set for SIGNVM. The signum discs are with diameter 160 mm.
Of course all this through my creative view and the various club needs. All Roman COHORT
plates had different inscriptions, with different numbers and this leads to their different
dimensions.

.
This is the rear side together with the mounting brackets.
The hinges for the Cohort Plate I made them by Bonn Landesmuseum archeology model. It is
an interesting decision of the ancient master to design and make such a complex hinges for
leather straps.

The washers are hammered, stamped. In this case the dimensions of the plate are different
and the hinges together with the washers are in different sizes.

The emblem of Legio IIII Scythica was the Capricorn and this is our first model of symbol of
LEG IMAGO, over which we worked on. This type of Capricorn with the horizontal tail we
adopted from the numismatic artifacts. These sources inspires us to create of our vexillum.
This is a collage with reverse from silver denarivs of Titvs.

This is a collage with reverse from silver Denarivs of Vespasianvs. Among those who served
in the IIII-th was a young man named Titus Flavius Vespasianus, who is better known as the
emperor Vespasian.

It was very difficult to achieve a thin layer of wax.Which will lead to lighter product in
bronze. Right here is the secret of good work, to reach a compromise between the thickness
of wall.Because the thin walls bear the risk in failure in the metal casting proces. A creative
project of my brother Jordan.

Producing a wax ball was a real challenge! Wax wall thickness is 3 mm. Weight of the object
1,3 kg. Length is 28 cm.

This model of SYMBOL SIGNUM of IIII-th in action from our participation in the festival
"Meeting the Emperor Septimius Severus in Augusta Traiana" on 18 September.
The second Capricorn model was made mainly on the original ancient fresco of IIII-th
SCYTHICA. This is totally creative project of my brother Jordan. There was over 300 flakes
have to be made.

Finished, cleaned and polished.We obtained a great metal cast quality! Each part, each scale
is treated separately. Capricorn height is about 200 mm. Wall thickness 3 to 4 mm brass.
Weight 1.8 kg.

The original fresco, which we take on a account.

I try to get close to that fresco from Landesmuseum Mainz -Caius Valerius Secundus from
2nd half 1st AD. But it can be used from any Legion that who uses Capricorn as a sign of his
Legion.

Q. Lucius. Faustus from XIV Gemina 1st C AD. These both are the proven users of such type of
Capricorn!There may be other artifacts and evidence but I do not know about them, unfortunately!

A set of crescent together with the other SIGNUM elements
(be a private order from another Legion)

The hammered crescent moon is 240 mm. diameter 0.5 mm from sheet of brass.

Our two MANVS, the right hand for the Roman Signum. Hollow-cast brass.

Signum-discs Phalerae depicting mythological scenes with Tegey Princess Auge- Athene's
priestess, and Heracle.
Disc diameter is 160 mm

6 pieces Signum Disc with size 16,5 cm which we produce in our club.

Signum Disc nails with heads depicting of various Roman Emperor for certain historical
period: Germanicvs, Imp. Vespasianvs, Imp. Titvs, Imp. Domitianvs, Imp.Nerva and of course Imp.
Traianvs. Here is shown the small part of the possible variations.
Each disc with decorative nail weighs about 120 grams.

Beneficiarius top of the Vexillum. Dimensions width 11 cm. length 35 cm. Hollow-cast brass.
With a set ready for installation.

Both Standard pendant strips are equipped with concentric studs. Pendant hearts are cast in
bronze.

Vexillum with IMAGO and SYMBOL SIGNUM of IIII-th in action from our participation in the
festival "Meeting the Emperor Septimius Severus in Augusta Traiana" on 18 September.
Rrecreating a Roman coin denarius with reverse FIDES MILITVM. FIDES holds two legionary
Standard, in both hands.

Signum set for our colleagues from Germany, made from us.

Signum set for our colleagues from Germany, made from us.

